
Chapter 5809 

 

 Aman still wanted to beg for mercy, but Charlie was too lazy to talk to him 

anymore, 

 

And said to him and Antonio in a cold voice: 

 

“Tell both of your men to withdraw.” 

 

“In ten minutes, you two will go to Chinatown with me!” 

 

At this time, Antonio and Aman no longer dared to have any disobedience 

to Charlie. 

 

So, the two immediately followed his orders and separated their men and 

their families. 

 

In less than ten minutes, these people had all evacuated from the Zano 

family’s manor. 

 

Charlie released his spiritual energy to investigate, 



 

And after seeing that the entire manor was indeed empty, he said to 

Jordan: 

 

“Jordan, go and drive the car to the door.” 

 

“Okay Mr. Wade!” Jordan nodded and left quickly. 

 

Charlie looked at Antonio and Aman again, and said calmly: 

 

“You two, get up and go to the door quickly.” 

 

Antonio looked at his useless legs and choked up: 

 

“Mr. Wade, I… I can’t walk. …” 

 

“Yes, Mr. Wade…” Aman also said with a dejected face: 

 

“I can’t walk either. My right leg hurts so much that I can’t even stand up…” 

 



Charlie was cold. He said: “You two, one has a broken right leg,” 

 

“And the other has a broken left leg. You two happened to be helping each 

other out.” 

 

“Since you can’t be father-in-law and son-in-law, you can at least be a pair 

of brothers who support each other.” 

 

Julia couldn’t stand it anymore and quickly wanted to help her father up, 

but Charlie warned: 

 

“Don’t interfere.” 

 

Julia asked angrily: “Why do you torture them like this?” 

 

Charlie asked in return: “This is called torturing” 

 

After that, he pointed to the medieval-style torture rack beside him and 

asked her: 

 

“Would you like your dad to introduce to you how this thing is usually 

used?” 



 

“Then use it on him to demonstrate all those tricks for you to see?” 

 

Julia still wanted to refute, but Antonio turned pale with fright. 

 

He quickly pushed his daughter away and said nervously: 

 

“Julia, don’t help me, I will do it myself. I can stand up…” 

 

After that, he barely stood on one leg and jumped towards Aman with 

difficulty. 

 

At this time, Aman was also afraid that Charlie would attack them again, 

 

So he quickly jumped to Antonio on one leg. 

 

After the two hugged each other, they supported each other with their 

bodies and barely managed to stand still. 

 

Charlie ignored Julia and walked out. 

 



Antonio and Aman also jumped out quickly hugging each other. 

 

Julia followed all the way, and when the four of them came out, 

 

Jordan had already driven the car to the entrance of the manor. 

 

Charlie stuffed Antonio and Aman into the back seat and then walked to 

the passenger seat. 

 

While opening the door, he said to Julia who was following behind: 

 

“You don’t have to follow, go find someone to take the wine from the wine 

cellar.” 

 

“Dispose of the body and tell all the Zano family members and 

Amoramovich’s bodyguards that I will kill anyone who dares to come to 

avenge them both!” 

 

Julia asked nervously: “Then my father can he come home?” 

 

“He can’t,” Charlie said: 

 



“He will be in Chinatown tonight, and will get on the boat to Syria 

tomorrow.” 

 

Julia hurriedly said: “We must let him say goodbye to his family. …” 

 

Charlie nodded and said: “Don’t worry, I will let you say goodbye to him 

tomorrow, just wait for the notice.” 

 

After saying that, Charlie got into the car and said to Jordan: 

 

“Drive.” 

 

The car quickly left the Zano family’s estate and headed towards 

Chinatown. 

 

At the same time, in the roast goose shop in Chinatown, 

 

The five members of the Burning Angels were still guarded by Hogan and 

Darwin and they did not dare to move. 

 

At this time, they were hoping that since they had not gone back for a long 

time, 



 

Their boss and other comrades would realize the problem and seize the 

time to send someone over to rescue them. 

 

However, they also knew in their hearts that if they didn’t go back for just 

one or two hours, 

 

The boss would not have any suspicion. 

 

If they wanted to make him suspicious, they would have to wait at least 

until early tomorrow morning. 

 

Just when they were hoping for a miracle to happen, the door was suddenly 

pushed open. 

 

The five of them looked at the door expectantly, only to see Charlie, whom 

they least expected to see, step in. 

 

What they didn’t expect even more was that they were followed by two 

weirdos hugging each other and hopping on each other’s legs. 

 

However, they soon saw that the reason why these two “weirdos” were so 

weird was not because they were really weird, 



 

But because their other legs were constantly covered with blood. 

 

If they looked closely, they could see that both men could be seen suffering 

from gunshot wounds. 


